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Talk content

• Introduction on the VIRGO Local Control

• The Monitor system and Local Control at the mirror level 
- The coarse system
- The fine system

• The upgrade for VIRGO
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The seismic noise is suppressed above 4 Hz, while 
below 4 Hz the mirror moves at the SA resonances 
of tens of microns

• ITF locking requires resonance damping

10-14 @ 10 Hz

Local  control 
requirements I
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Local  control 
requirements  II

• Tidal strain over 3 km  δL ≈ 10-3 m
• Interferometer operation requires δL ≈ 10-12 m
• Required dynamic range > 109 ==>> hierarchical control
• 3 actuation points
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The local control sensors at the level of 
the last stage of suspension
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The local control at the mirror  
level: the position memory system The COARSE system

It covers the  full range provided 
by mechanical clearence of 

suspension

The position of the mirror respect 
to the ground is monitored by the 
using CCD cameras located 
outside the mirror vacuum 
chambers

In the CITF case the mirror 
holders  are equipped with 4
fiducial points set on the border. 

Input data are 

- the mutual distance among the 
fiducial points

- optical system characteristics 

-sensor - mirror distance
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CCD SURFACE

MIRROR

C. Drezen, H. Heitmann, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 68(8) (1997) 3197
E.Bompiani, E. Majorana, F. Ricc, G. Testi, Physics Letters A 295 (2002) 92

The COARSE method
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The algorithm of the COARSE method I

With a suitable transformation of the system (4) we can express
z3

c= z3
c(z1

c)          z4
c= z4

c(z1
c)  and then
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The equations of the COARSE method II

To complete the localization of the 
body, we transpose the unit vectors of 
the mirror reference system 

uxm, uym, uzm

in the CCD reference system 

uxmc, uymc, uzmc

and then we obtain  the angles which 
describe the mirror orientation in the 
camera frame 

Thus, we are able to extract the 
translation and rotation degrees of 
freedom of the mirror
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Cross talk among the various degrees 
of freedom of the coarse system I

Table top test
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Standard coarse position control (ramp realignment)

Overall coupling:
less than 5 %

VIRGO test

µrad

µrad

µrad

µrad

time time

count count
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Standard coarse position control 
- full range provided by mechanical clearence of suspension

Large range (100 mradpp) but 
the servoloop gain at low
frequency is limited. 

Control BW=0.1 Hz

Notice: Loop closed with no ramp 

µrad

µrad

time

time
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The CITF fine method
An auxiliary  laser beam is reflected by the mirror , thane folded by an 
external auxiliary mirror onto the  mirror holder. The spot  of the diffused 
light is monitored by the camera. Once the mirror moves along the 
direction perpendicular to its reflecting surface 
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Accuracy and stability of local control
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Fine position control using CCD signal at the mirror level

It uses 
a folded optical lever

- small dynamic range (1.5 mradpp)

- servoloop gain limited at low
frequency BW=0.1 Hz

µrad
µrad

µrad
µrad

time

time

time

time
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LOCAL CONTROL UPGRADE 
for VIRGO
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Upgrade targets

1) Damping of pendulum z-oscillation (0.6 Hz) 
in the CITF it was limited by sensor noise
ultimate limit ! seismic noise (10-7/f2 m/Hz1/2) 

2) Angular control θx and θy :
a) Lower noise
b) larger bandwidth BW~2 Hz

What we do expect from this upgrade
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The basic equations of the new “fine” 
control 
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In the focal plane of the lens  D=f we have

We are not sensitive to translation

In the image plane of the lens D0 = LF/(L-f)

We are not sensitive to the beam rotation  
( VIRGO mirror rotation)

Virgo mirror lens PSD sensor

DL
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Table-top test of optical diagonalization 

Mirror translation Mirror rotation

blue = focal plane
red  = image plane
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Sensitivity in the table-top experiment

Then,

in the image plane ! ∆x2 = -2(D/L) ∆z = - 0.36 ∆z

in the focal plane ! ∆x2 = 2·f ·∆α =  0.4 ∆α
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- 3 optical levers, 1 field imaging system
- 3 PSD sensors, 1 CCD camera
- Integrated GxServer software
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Optics implementation at the tower level
Mirror readout Marionetta readout
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Marionette control: coarse monitor and PSD readout at the focal plane

diagonalization ~0.3%

µrad µrad mV

mV
mV /(Hz)1/2 mV /(Hz)1/2

Θx

ΘyΘy

Θx

ΘxΘy
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Marionette control: PSD readout at the focal plane

Θy Err:
PSD  on the marionette

Θy Coarse: 
CCD mirror monitor

Θy fine*: 
CCD mirror monitor

-Large range for PSD 
readout (15-20 mradpp)

-Effective control lock

* Limited range for PR mirror

Corase,  “old-fine” and PSD angular readout

µrad µrad µm on CCD chip

V µrad

time time time

time time
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PSD readout signals of VIRGO mirror 
motion (focal and image planes )

A careful setting-up allows good diagonalization of d.o.f.

frequency (Hz)frequency 
(Hz)

frequency (Hz) frequency (Hz)

frequency (Hz)

time

timetime

time

time

mrad

mrad

mV

mrad

mrad

mV/(Hz)1/2
mV/(Hz)1/2

mV/(Hz)1/2 mV/(Hz)1/2

mV/(Hz)1/2
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Mirror control: PSD readout 
at the image plane

(I) Response to z-damping servo loop closing

recorded
before closing
the loop

mirror
pendulum
mode

Angular control servo loops using marionetta error signals closed

mV

V

time

time

V/(Hz)1/2

Frequency (Hz)
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Mirror control: PSD readout at the 
image plane (translation control)

(II)  Damping servo loop closed

pendulum
peak damped

V/(Hz)1/2

Frequency (Hz)

V

V

time

time
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Mirror control: PSD readout at 
the image plane

(III) Damping servo loop open (30 s ramp)

negligeable residual pendulum mode

V
V/(Hz)1/2

time Frequency (Hz)
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Test at Virgo site - BS payload 

~ 1 10-8 rad/(Hz)1/2

V/(Hz)1/2

V/(Hz)1/2

VV

Frequency (Hz)Frequency (Hz)

time time

Θy Θx

ΘxΘy
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PR tower - (19 Jan - 2003): SA in open air - Marionette read-out

Rough tuning of optical
diagonalization 
z-translation VS tilts
(i.e. focal plane ± 1.5 mm)

10-7 rad/Hz1/2

Good decoupling (< 1%)  

time time

Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

V V

V/(Hz)1/2
V/(Hz)1/2

Θx

Θy

ΘxΘy
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Conclusion

-VIRGO local control is implemented at 3 different stage of the super 
attenuator chain.

-At the mirror level two kinds of monitor systems are  installed:
coarse based on CCD camera and fine based on PSD.

-We have demonstrated the efficiency in damping the z coordinate 
and  that  the angular LC residual rms motion can be reduced at the 
level of  10-8 rad/(Hz)1/2 at 10 Hz

-The installation of the upgraded system is on the way.
Marionetta control system and mirror angular-monitoring and z-
control system have been already installed on several  towers. 


